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DIRECTOR'S NOTE 
'fo be perfectly honest with you, I might have chosen this play for the wrong 
reasons: I liked that it was Shakespeare's shortest tragedy, it had small discrete 
scenes, it was sexy and violent, and generally had the "cool" factor I like plays 
to have. However, what T didn't realize at the time (or even during our first few 
design meetings) was that the play possessed a meaning far deeper than I had ever 
anticipated. r\s I started exploring the text, I began to realize that this was not the 
Macbeth I thought I knew and loved. 
It was at this point that I became \'ERY VERY frightened that I had made 
the wrong choice. I found a text overflowing with uber-masculine overtones, 
widespread brutality, gender inet1uality, and the raw and primal screams of a 
warrior society clawing for survival. Oops. That's not the type of play I direct or 
am attracted to. I direct plays with Bollywood dance numbers and where every 
character at least has the chance of redemption. That did not seem to be what 
1'.Iacbeth was about at all. 
Thankfully, I finally found the story I personally needed to tell, and all the 
while, it was in the text itself-rooted right in there. I came to the realization that 
sometimes you have to tell hard stories to deliver soft messages. This play is not 
about ambition or at least not as we typically understand it. Contrary to what 
your English teacher told you, this is a love story. It is about a great man and his 
equally great wife, who make a risky decision together to secure their future and 
further validate their love .. \mbition is a selfish act when shared alone, and docs 
not interest me dramatically. I .ewe interests me greatly, and what a person is willing 
to do for love. 
What makes Matbet/, u tragedy is not that an ambitious soldier kills a beloved 
King, but rather, a brave and loyal man and his loving wife make a decision 
together which inevitably proves their undoing. What makes the story tragic 
is ultimately not the number of bodies that pile up, but that in his misguided 
pursuit, he ends up killing that which ID:. need the most-love and companionship. 
i\lacbeth destroys the bonds of love, and estranges and isolates himself in a cold 
world of no tomorrows. 
I can only now say that I did in fact choose the right play. Or rather, it chose 
me. Goodness and redemption come in many packages. This is, undoubtedly, a 
cautionary tale. But just because the picture isn't pretty doesn't mean we can afford 
to look away. 
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NOTICES 
So that you may ha"'.e the best experience in enjoying today's production, please be 
aware ot the followmg: 
• No cameras or other recording devices arc allowed in the theatre 
• Please turn off all pagers, cellular phones, and watch alarms 
• Latecomers will be seated at the discretion of the House Manager 
• If you leave your scat during the performance you may not be reseated 
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